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INTRO

Linguistic Theory ⇔ Modeling 

Linguistic Theory ⇒ Modeling: Increasingly realistic assumptions
 Hidden Structure & Ambiguity
 Quantitative Patterns & Generalizations

Methodological advancements
 Enhanced modeling capabilities
 Novel empirical connections

 Richer learning data: Corpora
 Richer assessment data: Behavioral Data

Modeling ⇒ Theory
 Contents of LAD (biases, built-in knowledge) – much recent work
 Comparing theories – not much work yet
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EMBRACING AMBIGUITY

Inconsistency
 Noise & Errors
 Exceptions
 Quantitative Generalizations
 Free variation, gradient phonotactics, patterned exceptionality

Hidden Structure
 Prosodic structure (feet, syllables, autosegmental structure…)
 Underlying representations
 Segmentation (morphemes, words)
 Derivational Ordering
 Rules & Constraints
 Exceptionality (Classes)
 …
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EMBRACING AMBIGUITY

Ambiguity ⇒ Uncertainty
Uncertainty ⇒ Decisions
 What do learners do when there are multiple options?

Balancing and Integrating conflicting pressures
 Generalize or memorize?
 Where to attribute generalizations?
 Accumulating knowledge in the face of ambiguity

Understanding how learners do this, examine
 Generalizing
 like humans from 
 finite sample of imperfect, ambiguous, gappy data
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EMBRACING AMBIGUITY

Statistical inference provides general solution (Jarosz 2019)
 Probability formalizes reasoning under uncertainty (ambiguity)
 Humans are statistical learners
 Necessary for learning quantitative generalizations
 variation, noise, exceptionality

 Essential to making inferences about structure in the face of uncertainty



NOTHING IS CERTAIN, BUT STATISTICAL 
INFERENCE CAN HELP
Learning datum: [tɛˈlɛfɔn]
Ambiguous
 Right-aligned Trochee: [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)] 
 Left-aligned Iamb: [(tɛˈlɛ)fɔn] 

But this is not lack of information!
 Prior beliefs: Right-aligned > Left-aligned

 Trochaic > Iambic

 Prior beliefs: Left-aligned > Right-aligned
 Iambic > Trochaic

Preferences among categorical hypotheses are gradient
 The stronger the prior beliefs, the stronger the inferences

Knowledge accumulates despite uncertainty
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NEW CONNECTIONS

Hidden Structure + Corpus/Exp Data
 Models can do this now!
 Compare predictions of representationally rich theories on corpus 
data representative of linguistic experience and evaluate on 
experimental data learning and generalization
 Provide novel sources of evidence for long-standing theoretical 
debates

Novel Predictions
 Gradual learning
 Soft biases
 Generalization
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OUTLINE

Take away points
 Ambiguity is pervasive and unavoidable – embrace it!
 Statistical inference provides a general and principled approach
 These principles can be applied to linguistically-sophisticated, cognitive models
 Linguistically sophisticated models => theory

Goals
 Part 1: Math and Models

 Understand the hidden structure problem

 Understand the math behind RIP, RRIP, EIP

 Understand the math behind EDL (parameters, ranking, URs, derivations)

 Part 2: Connections to Richer Theories & Data
 How can models inform theory (overview & linking hypotheses)

 Case studies

 Software???
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PART I – MATH & MODELS
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EMBRACING AMBIGUITY II: HIDDEN 
STRUCTURE
Combining linguistic theory with principles of machine learning: more 
successful, more robust learning models of
 Prosodic structure with constraints and parameters

 Tesar & Smolensky 1998, 2000, Jarosz 2013, 2015, 2016, Boersma & Pater 2016, Nazarov & Jarosz 
2017, Jarosz & Nazarov 2019

 Underlying representations 
 Jarosz 2006, 2015, Pater et al. 2012, Cotterell et al. 2015, Rasin & Katzir 2016

 Derivations
 Jarosz 2016, Staubs & Pater 2016, Nazarov & Pater 2017, Rasin et al. 2018

 Exceptionality
 Nazarov 2016, Moore-Cantwell & Pater 2016, Hughto et al 2019

 Rules & Constraints
 Hayes & Wilson 2008, Calamaro & Jarosz 2015, Rasin et al. 2015, Rasin & Katzir 2016, Wilson & 

Gallagher 2018

 Hidden syntactic structure with constraints and parameters
 Joint work in progress
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THE CREDIT/BLAME PROBLEM

Learner produces a mismatch
 Which constraints to blame?
 Which parameter settings to blame?

Learner produces a match
 Which constraints to credit?
 Which constraints to blame?

Approaches
 Error-Driven Learning + Stochastic Parsing
 Expectation Driven Learning + Stochastic Constraint Production
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Many familiar models are Error Driven (Wexler and Culicover
1980)
 EDCD (Tesar 1995; Tesar and Smolensky 1998) 
 GLA (Boersma 1997)
 SGA/GLA (Fischer 2005; Jäger 2007; Boersma and Pater 2008)

Observe a surface form (a word):
 Use learner’s current grammar to compute learner’s output
 If leaner’s output ≠ observed form…
 update grammar to make observed form better (more harmonic) than error
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ERROR-DRIVEN LEARNING



/tɛlɛfɔn/ AllFeetRight Iambic Trochaic AllFeetLeft
a. (ˈtɛlɛ)fɔn * *
b. (tɛˈlɛ)fɔn * *
c. tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn) * *

☞ d. tɛ(lɛˈfɔn) * *
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¨ Suppose:
¤ AllFeetRight ⨠ Iambic ⨠ Trochaic ⨠ AllFeetLeft

¤ Learning datum: [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)]
¨ Learner:

¤ Produces its output for /tɛlɛfɔn/

¤ Output: [tɛ(lɛˈfɔn)] ≠ observed: [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)]

ERROR-DRIVEN LEARNING



/tɛlɛfɔn/ AllFeetRight Iambic Trochaic AllFeetLeft
a. (ˈtɛlɛ)fɔn * *
b. (tɛˈlɛ)fɔn * *

winner c. tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn) →* ← *
loser d. tɛ(lɛˈfɔn) * *
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¨ Suppose:
¤ AllFeetRight ⨠ Iambic ⨠ Trochaic ⨠ AllFeetLeft

¤ Learning datum: [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)]
¨ Learner:

¤ Produces its output for /tɛlɛfɔn/

¤ Output: [tɛ(lɛˈfɔn)] ≠ observed: [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)]
¨ Great: now (c) is more harmonic!

ERROR-DRIVEN LEARNING



/tɛlɛfɔn/ AllFeetRight Iambic Trochaic AllFeetLeft
a. (ˈtɛlɛ)fɔn * *

winner? b. (tɛˈlɛ)fɔn * *

winner? c. tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn) * *

☞ d. tɛ(lɛˈfɔn) * *
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¨ Suppose:
¤ AllFeetRight ⨠ Iambic ⨠ Trochaic ⨠ AllFeetLeft

¤ Learning datum: [tɛˈlɛfɔn]
¨ Learner:

¤ Produces its output for /tɛlɛfɔn/

¤ Output: [tɛ(lɛˈfɔn)] ?= [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)] or [(tɛˈlɛ)fɔn] ?

AMBIGUITY: CREDIT/BLAME



/tɛlɛfɔn/ AllFeetRight Iambic Trochaic AllFeetLeft
a. (ˈtɛlɛ)fɔn * *

winner? b. (tɛˈlɛ)fɔn *→ * ←
winner? c. tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn) *→ ← *

loser d. tɛ(lɛˈfɔn) * *
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¨ Suppose:
¤ AllFeetRight ⨠ Iambic ⨠ Trochaic ⨠ AllFeetLeft

¤ Learning datum: [tɛˈlɛfɔn]
¨ Learner:

¤ Produces its output for /tɛlɛfɔn/

¤ Output: [tɛ(lɛˈfɔn)] ?= [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)] or [(tɛˈlɛ)fɔn] ?
¨ Challenge: Update depends on parse (parse depends on ranking)

AMBIGUITY: CREDIT/BLAME



The learner needs a parse of the observed form to 
update the grammar – where does this parse come 
from?

One approach: RIP (Tesar & Smolensky 1998)
 Inspired by Expectation-Maximization (EM)
 Provides a parse even for ungrammatical forms
Uses current grammar to parse
 Standard Optimization (EVAL) with restricted candidate set
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ROBUST INTERPRETIVE PARSING (RIP)



/tɛlɛfɔn/ AllFeetRight Iambic Trochaic AllFeetLeft
a. (ˈtɛlɛ)fɔn * *
b. (tɛˈlɛ)fɔn * *

RIP c. tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn) →* ← *

� d. tɛ(lɛˈfɔn) * *
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¨ Suppose:
¤ AllFeetRight ⨠ Iambic ⨠ Trochaic ⨠ AllFeetLeft

¤ Learning datum: [tɛˈlɛfɔn]
¨ Learner:

¤ Produces its output for /tɛlɛfɔn/

¤ RIP: [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)]
¤ Output: [tɛ(lɛˈfɔn)] ≠ RIPPED: [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)]

¨ Great: here RIP provided a helpful parse

ROBUST INTERPRETIVE PARSING (RIP)



Problem 1 – Parsing with a losing grammar
 Solution 1: RRIP
 Simulations: HG & OT

Problem 2 – Parsing-Production Mismatch
 Solution 2: EIP
 Simulations: HG & OT

Underlying cause of both problems is RIP’s failure to fully utilize 
the stochastic information available in its grammar
 Problem 1 – very simple solution
 Problem 2 – more involved solution
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PROBLEM 1 & PROBLEM 2 (JAROSZ 2013)



Initialize Stochastic Grammar: G0

Iterate over d in D:
 Sample G� ~ Gi
 Output = OptimizeG� (d)
 If overt(Output) ≠ d:
 Parse = RIPG� (d)
 Gi+1 = Update (Gi, Parse, Output) 

G� is wrong – why use it for parsing?

Gi is a whole distribution over rankings/weightings
This distribution represents the learner’s confidence in other possible 
parses
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PROBLEM 1 – PARSING WITH A LOSING GRAMMAR



Initialize Stochastic Grammar: G0

Iterate over d in D:
 Sample G� ~ Gi

 Output = OptimizeG� (d)
 If overt(Output) ≠ d:
 Sample G˝ ~ Gi

 Parse = RIPG˝ (d)
 Gi+1 = Update (Gi, Parse, Output) 

In the stochastic setting, there’s no need to use the incorrect G�

RRIP defers to its rich & complete stochastic grammatical knowledge
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MODIFICATION 1: RESAMPLING RIP FOR GLA/SGA



/L L L/ AllFeetLeft AllFeetRight Trochaic Iambic

a. (L1 L) L * *

b. (L L1) L * *

c. L (L1 L) * *

d. L (L L1) * *
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¨ Suppose:
¤ AllFeetRight, AllFeetLeft ⨠ Trochaic ⨠ Iambic

¤ Learner already knows it should build trochees

¨ Production:
¤ 50% [ (L1 L) L ]

¤ 50% [ L (L1 L) ]

PROBLEM 2: PARSING-PRODUCTION MISMATCH



/L L L/ AllFeetLeft AllFeetRight Trochaic Iambic

a. (L1 L) L * *

b. (L L1) L * *

c. L (L1 L) * *

d. L (L L1) * *
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¨ Suppose:
¤ AllFeetRight, AllFeetLeft ⨠ Trochaic ⨠ Iambic

¤ Learner already knows it should build trochees

¨ Production:
¤ 50% [ (L1 L) L ]

¤ 50% [ L (L1 L) ]

¨ Given [ L L1 L ], learner should parse it as [ L (L1 L) ]

PROBLEM 2: PARSING-PRODUCTION MISMATCH



/L L L/ AllFeetLeft AllFeetRight Trochaic Iambic

a. (L1 L) L * *

b. (L L1) L * *

c. L (L1 L) * *

d. L (L L1) * *
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¨ Suppose:
¤ AllFeetRight, AllFeetLeft ⨠ Trochaic ⨠ Iambic

¨ Given [ L L1 L ], learner should parse it as [ L (L1 L) ]
¨ (R)RIP parsing:

¤ 50% [ (L L1) L ]

¤ 50% [ L (L1 L) ]

PROBLEM 2: PARSING-PRODUCTION MISMATCH



Initialize Stochastic Grammar: G0

Iterate over d in D:
 Sample G� ~ Gi

Output = OptimizeG� (d)
 If overt(Output) ≠ d:
 Parse ~ P(parse | Gi, d)
 Gi+1 = Update (Gi, Parse, Output) 

(Side note: MaxEnt already does this)

What if we parsed in proportion to production probabilities?
 Solution 2: Expected Interpretive Parsing
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EXPECTED INTERPRETIVE PARSING (JAROSZ 2013)



EIP formally defines parsing:
 Parse ~ P(parse | Gi, d)

What procedure can be used to do this?
 Monte Carlo sampling with rejection
 Iterate:
 Sample G� ~ Gi

 Output = OptimizeG� (d)
 If overt(Output) = d
 Return Output

This procedure samples from the distribution we want
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EXPECTED INTERPRETIVE PARSING (JAROSZ 2013)



RESULTS (JAROSZ 2013)

Applying principles of statistical inference to error-driven learning of 
constraint grammars
 More successful learners (Jarosz 2013)
 More efficient learners (Jarosz 2016)
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Algorithm Learning Rate (plasticity)

.05 .10 .25 .50

RIP/GLA 55.81 (1.82) 56.13 (1.62) 56.21 (2.15) 57.50 (2.28)
RIP/SGA 88.79 (0.97) 88.71 (0.66) 85.48 (1.57) 82.90 (2.92)

RRIP/GLA 84.19 (1.91) 82.58 (1.91) 81.13 (2.29) 80.08 (3.09)

RRIP/SGA 89.44 (0.71) 89.27 (0.94) 87.58 (1.79) 82.98 (1.84)

EIP/GLA 93.87 (0.78) 93.95 (0.57) 93.71 (1.69) 92.82 (1.29)

EIP/SGA 88.23 (0.56) 88.31 (1.02) 85.56 (1.96) 83.23 (2.57)



EDL (JAROSZ 2015)

Versatility
 Can be used for any framework with discrete parameters
 Hidden structure is irrelevant to the update

Direct application of ML insights online learning
 Math is simple

Demonstrates alternative to error-driven learning
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EXPECTATION DRIVEN LEARNING (EDL)
(JAROSZ 2015)

EDL
 General approach for hidden structure, variation & ambiguity
 Requirements: Probabilistic generation from discrete parameters
 Hidden structure is irrelevant to the learner

Applications
 OT stress & underlying representations (Jarosz 2015)

 Stress parameters (Nazarov & Jarosz 2016, Jarosz & Nazarov 2017, in prep)

 HS & Opacity (Jarosz 2016, Prickett 2020, Prickett & Jarosz in prep)

 Stratal OT & URs (with Prickett, Nazarov, Bermudez-Otero)

 Syntactic parameters (Prickett, Holladay, Hucklebridge, Nelson, Bhatt, Jarosz, 
Johnson, Nazarov and Pater)



EXPECTATION DRIVEN LEARNING (EDL)
(JAROSZ 2015)

Software (console & GUI versions)
 https://github.com/gajajarosz/hidden-structure
 Jarosz, Anderson, Lamont, & Prickett (2018)

 GLA (Boersma 1997)
 Stochastic OT (Boersma 1997) or Noisy HG (Boersma & Pater 2016)
 RIP (Tesar & Smolensky 1998, Boersma 2003) or RRIP (Jarosz 2013) or EIP (Jarosz 2013)

 EDL
 Batch or online
 Parallel OT or Harmonic Serialism
 Grammar and/or UR learning

https://github.com/gajajarosz/hidden-structure


LEARNING PARAMETERS
(NAZAROV & JAROSZ 2017 / IN PREP)

Chomsky (1981): Principles and Parameters
 UG: universals (principles) and finite choices (parameters)
 Language learner’s task: find settings of parameters

Applied to stress systems (Dresher and Kaye 1990; Hayes 1995)
 UG
 Directionality: L-to-R or R-to-L? 
 Foot form: Trochee or Iamb?
 Extrametricality: Yes: Right

 Learning s ˌs s ˈs s
 (s ˌs)(s ˈs) s ⇒ Left, Iambs…
 s (ˌs s)(ˈs s) ⇒ Right, Trochees…
 <s> (ˌs s)(ˈs s) ⇒ Ext. L, Trochees…
 (s ˌs)(s ˈs)<s> ⇒ Ext. R, Right, Iambs…
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NAÏVE PARAMETER LEARNER (YANG 2002)

Stochastic parameter grammar

Online learning update rule

For each data point, stochastically select settings to generate a stress 
pattern

 If match (observed = predicted), reward all parameter settings utilized 
(punish all other settings)

 If mismatch (observed ≠ predicted), punish all parameter settings utilized 
(reward all other settings)



UPDATE RULE

Linear Reward-Penalty Rule (Bush and Mosteller 1951) responds to 
each data point by adjusting parameter probabilities up or down:

l

New probability

Learning rate

Reward value Old probability

Naïve Parameter Learner (NPL) assigns a Reward value of 1 or 0 for all 
parameter settings



CREDIT/BLAME IN NPL

Combination of parameter settings leads to a match
 All settings rewarded
 Not all are responsible though: Hitchhikers
 Example?

Combination of parameter settings leads to a mismatch
 All settings punished
 Not all are responsible though: Accomplices
 Example?
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EXPECTATION DRIVEN PARAMETER 
LEARNER (NAZAROV & JAROSZ 2017)

Linear Reward-Penalty Rule (Bush and Mosteller 1951) responds to 
each data point by adjusting parameter probabilities up or down:

l

New probability

Learning rate

Reward value Old probability

Expectation Driven Parameter Learner (EDPL) defines R as a continuous 
value between 0 and 1: R(yi) ≡ " #$ %&'(ℎ, +,



EDPL: NAZAROV AND JAROSZ (2017)

Each parameter setting’s reward (R) is a probability
 ! "# = % "# &'()ℎ, ,-
 Approximates E-step in Expectation Maximization

Easily computed through Bayesian reformulation (Jarosz 2015):

! "# = % "# &'()ℎ, ,- = %(&'()ℎ|"#, ,-)×%("#|,-)
%(&'()ℎ|,-)
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(by Bayes’ Rule)



EDPL: NAZAROV AND JAROSZ (2017)

Each parameter setting’s reward (R) is a probability
 ! "# = % "# &'()ℎ, ,-
 Approximates E-step in Expectation Maximization

Easily computed through Bayesian reformulation (Jarosz 2015): 

! "# = % "# &'()ℎ, ,- = %(&'()ℎ|"#, ,-)×%("#|,-)
%(&'()ℎ|,-)
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Prob. of choosing 
this parameter 
setting (look up in 
current grammar)



EDPL: NAZAROV AND JAROSZ (2017)

Each parameter setting’s reward (R) is a probability
 ! "# = % "# &'()ℎ, ,-
 Approximates E-step in Expectation Maximization

Easily computed through Bayesian reformulation (Jarosz 2015): 

! "# = % "# &'()ℎ, ,- = %(&'()ℎ|"#, ,-)×%("#|,-)
%(&'()ℎ|,-)
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Estimated by constrained 
sampling (see below)



EDPL: NAZAROV AND JAROSZ (2017)

Each parameter setting’s reward (R) is a probability
 ! "# = % "# &'()ℎ, ,-
 Approximates E-step in Expectation Maximization

Easily computed through Bayesian reformulation (Jarosz 2015): 

! "# = % "# &'()ℎ, ,- = %(&'()ℎ|"#, ,-)×%("#|,-)
%(&'()ℎ|,-)

= 2(34-56|78,9:)×2(78|9:)
2(34-56|78,9:)×2(78|9:);2(34-56|¬78,9:)×2(¬78|9:)
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Derived from both 
previously mentioned 
quantities



ESTIMATING P(MATCH|YI,!" )

#(%&'(ℎ|+,, !") estimated as proportion of matches out of a sample of 
productions, assuming the setting yi (constrained sampling)

 Temporarily set P(yi) to 1 in current grammar (e.g., set FootHead to L, 
keep all other parameters probabilistic)

 Produce data point r times and assess match/mismatch 
(we chose r = 50)

 /# %&'(ℎ +,, !" = 123456 78 39":;5<
6
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Bayesian Reformulation
No parsing required! Makes hidden structure irrelevant to the update



CREDIT/BLAME PROBLEM: NPL V. EDPL

Testing determines ‘reward’ amount !(#$) for each parameter
 & '( )*+ = !(#$) ∗ . + & '( 012 ∗ (1 − .)

NPL: !(#$) is 0 or 1, for all selected parameters
 Naïve in that no attempt is made to address the credit/blame problem
 Cannot determine relevance of parameters (‘hitchhikers’, ‘accomplices’)

EDPL: !(#$) is a probability in [0,1], individual to each parameter
 Sampling used to estimate !(#$), defined as 5 '( 6789ℎ, <=
 Test & compare production with #$ vs. ¬#$
 !(#$) is 1 if #$ is crucial for that data point
 !(#$) is 0 if #$ is incompatible with that data point
 !(#$) is & '( 012 if #$ is irrelevant to that data point
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PRACTICE

! "# $%&' = ) × +("#) + 1 − ) × ! "# $%
+ "# = 1(23%45|78,:;)×1(78|:;)

1(23%45|:;)
= 1(23%45|78,:;)×1(78|:;)

1(23%45|78,:;)×1(78|:;)&1(23%45|¬78,:;)×1(¬78|:;)

Edge Cases
 Required
 Incompatible
 Irrelevant

Why are there no hitchhikers? No accomplices?

Accumulation of (partial) knowledge (spreadsheet exercise)
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STRESS TYPOLOGY TESTS

All 280 unique stress systems possible in Dresher and Kaye 
(1990) generated
 Presented on 1080 words of 3 to 6 syllables
 Every possible combination of CV, CVC, CVV syllables

 All words equally likely to occur

For each systems, NPL (batch size = 0, 5, 10) and EDPL 
run 10 times
 No biases: all parameters start out unset (0.5)
 Learning rate = 0.1
 NPL: maximum of 10,000,000 iterations
 EDPL: maximum of 100,000 iterations (r = 50)
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EDPL NPL no batch NPL batch=5 NPL batch=10

# of runs that converge 94.7% 0.8% 6.3% 5.3%

# of stress systems that
converge on ≥1 run 95.7% 1.1% 8.9% 8.6%

# of stress systems that 
converge on all 10 runs 92.1% 0.7% 3.6% 4.3%

Median # of 
iterations/data points 
till convergence

200 200,000 70,000 4,100

RESULTS EXAMPLE: PARAMETERS

More accurate!

Faster!

Applying principles of statistical inference to learning of parameter setting 
(Nazarov & Jarosz 2017, Jarosz & Nazarov 2019)



PARAMETERS DISCUSSION

Take-home Points
 Probability useful for learning (categorical) patterns
 Updates must be mathematically principled
 These can be computed efficiently and incrementally

Many other interesting questions (Nazarov & Jarosz in prep)
 Implications for domain-specific learning mechanisms?
 Cues (Dresher and Kaye 1990, Pearl 2007, 2011), Triggers (Gibson 

& Wexler 1994)…
 Which languages are not learned reliably?
 How does input distribution affect learning?
 How do theoretical assumptions affect learning predictions?



EDL FOR OT RANKING

We need to represent an OT grammar in terms of 
discrete parameters:
 There are n! possible rankings – considering all of them 
separately is not computationally feasible

 Stochastic OT won’t work because parameters aren’t discrete

Jarosz (2015) proposed Pairwise Ranking Grammars
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PAIRWISE RANKING GRAMMAR

Pairwise Ranking Grammars extend Partial Orders

Above/below diagonal are isomorphic
 ABCD
 ACBD
 ACDB

4747

A

B C

D

A B C D

A 1 1 1

B 0 ~ ~

C 0 ~ 1

D 0 ~ 0



PAIRWISE RANKING GRAMMAR

PRGs permit any value between 0 and 1
 Isomorphic across diagonal

PRGs also describe preferences about relative rankings
 Pr(ABCD) = .5
 Pr(ACBD) = .25
 Pr(ACDB) = .25
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A

B C

D

A B C D

A 1 1 1

B 0 1/2 3/4

C 0 1/2 1

D 0 1/4 0



PAIRWISE RANKING GRAMMAR

To exploit these probabilities, we need a way to sample
To sample a total ranking given a PRG:
 Iterate until all mutual rankings are set:
 Randomly select an unset mutual ranking:
 Set it according to its pairwise ranking probability
 Set any mutual rankings implied by transitivity

Example:
 Choose B vs D
 3/4 B » D
 1/2: C » B
 1/2: B » C

 1/4 D » B
 Þ C » B
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A

B C

D

A B C D

A 1 1 1

B 0 1/2 3/4

C 0 1/2 1

D 0 1/4 0



SAMPLING EXAMPLE

A B C D
A 1 1 1
B 0 .5 .5
C 0 .5 1
D 0 .5 0
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This sampling is not perfect !
 The marginal probabilities of pairwise 
rankings in the sampled distribution don’t
always match the pairwise probs
 Centrality bias
 Symmetry bias

 The update (R) assumes they do
 In practice, the mismatch is very small:
 For a sample of 1000, the average 
mismatch for a pairwise ranking 
probability is around 1%

And it seems to work well in 
simulations

MORE ON SAMPLING PRGS

Id-Len

MainR *V:

MainL

Id-St WTS

Id-Len

MainR *V:

MainL

Id-St WTS



EDPRL

! " ≫ $ = & " ≫ $ '()*ℎ, -. = /(12.34|6≫7,89)×/(6≫7|89)
/(12.34|89)

= /(12.34|6≫7,89)×/(6≫7|89)
/(12.34|6≫7,89)×/(6≫7|89)</(12.34|7≫6,89)×/(7≫6|89)

&('()*ℎ|" ≫ $, -.) estimated using constrained sampling
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Results consistently: 95.08% - 95.73%

All results are comparable (n.s.)
 Online performs as well as batch (with very limited resources)
 Performance stable even with very small sampling size

Significantly better than existing models
 Substantially higher than RIP/EDCD, RIP/GLA, RRIP/GLA
 Significantly better than EIP/OT-GLA (p < 0.05; Welch two-sample t-test)

10 25 50 100

batch 95.54 (0.56) 95.65 (0.56) 95.73 (1.19) 95.65 (0.94)

online 95.32 (1.19) 95.08 (1.11) 95.32 (0.99) 95.65 (0.87)

EDPRL RESULTS



EDPRL FOR HS

Nothing at all changes if we want to use HS instead of OT
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Use same approach to learn Grammars & Lexicons!
Example: lexical/grammatical stress & length
 ˈpaː-ki pi-ˈkuː     pe-ˈkiː     piː-ˈta…
 Task:
 Grammar: Stress aligned to left? Right? Weight sensitive?
 Lexicon: is [paː] underlying long? Or predictably long? Stressed?

EDPRL + UR
Grammar learned just as before
 Lexicon involves binary parameters: �Long, �Stress
 Set parameters to + and – one-by-one, and sample as before!
Now there are simply grammar and lexicon parameters
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UNDERLYING REPRESENTATIONS
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Test Set: Tesar�s (2006) PAKA language:
 6 Constraints (MainLeft, MainRight, *V:, WTS, Id-length, Id-stress)
 2 UR features (�Long, �Stress)
 24 languages in the system
 Learner�s task
 Learn ranking and UR feature settings

Results
100% accuracy
 EDPRL+UR learns all 24 languages on all runs
 Combination of ranking and lexicon produces all forms correctly in 
each language

SIMULATIONS: UR LEARNING (JAROSZ 2015)



UR PRACTICE

Two Constraints
 Ident-Voice
 *Coda-Voice

One UR feature for obstruents
 �Voice

Consider updates for the following scenarios
 Suppose *Vc >> ID

 UR update for [nak]
 UR update for [nagi]
 UR update for [naki]

 Suppose constraints are tied, learning both…
 UR, G update for [nak]
 UR, G update for [nagi]
 UR, G update for [naki]
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PART II - APPLICATIONS
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HOW CAN MODELING INFORM THEORY?

Surfeit/Poverty/Defiance of the Stimulus – how much is built-in?
 Domain-specific learning mechanisms?

Separate Grammar/UG from learning biases
 Utilization/transparency biases

Choose among competing analyses
 Which analysis are learners actually inferring among a range of possible options

Choose among competing theories
 Which theoretical primitives/operations are available to learners?

Novel Evidence for/against Analyses/Theories
 Generalization
 Gradual learning
 Under/Over learning (soft biases)
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LINKING HYPOTHESES

Predictions
 Generalization
 Gradual learning
 Soft biases (under/over learning)
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Figure 2. Average accuracy in palatalizing trials for the EDL model across iterations in a forced-choice 
task. Results are broken down by pattern type. White area behind the lines shows standard error of the 
mean, calculated over all datapoints in each condition. Vertical line at the 7th iteration shows where 
KL-divergence between human accuracies and the model’s accuracies was lowest. 

 

 

Figure 3. Average accuracy in interacting trials for the EDL model across iterations in a forced-choice 
task. Results are broken down by pattern type. White area behind the lines shows standard error of the 
mean, calculated over all datapoints in each condition. Vertical line at the 7th iteration shows where 
KL-divergence between human accuracies and the model’s accuracies was lowest. 

To determine which iteration of the EDL model’s results matched the human data best, I treated both the 
human and model accuracies as probability distributions over the correct mappings in each condition. I then 
measured the difference between these two probability distributions using Kullback-Liebler divergence 



ABSTRACT URS
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ZAMUNER, KERKHOFF, & FIKKERT (2007)

Acquisition of medial voicing in Dutch
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JAROSZ (2009)

Predictions of abstract URs with prior phonotactic learning
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ABSTRACT UR PREDICTIONS

Suppose *Vc >> ID
 UR update for [nak]
 UR update for [nagi]
 UR update for [naki]

Predictions for three scenarios
 [nak], [nak]
 [nak], [nak+i]
 [nak+i], [nak+ut]

Contrast this with predictions of surface-based hypotheses…
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OPACITY DENIAL
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ONGOING WORK (WITH PRICKETT)

Model/Experiment assumed derivational opacity
 What about other analyses?

Lots of debate about analysis of opaque patterns
 Can they be re-analyzed in parallel?
 Are they productive?

Can we differentiate predictions of these analyses for learning?

Hypotheses
 Derivational opacity
 HS+SMR
 Stratal OT

 Parallel OT
 Exceptionality
 (also Deep Neural Nets)
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HARMONY & PALATALIZATION

 Two processes
 [-low] → [!high] / [!high]C ___
 s → ʃ / ___i
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Testing Theories of Phonological Opacity 

0. Roadmap 
a. There are four different kinds of languages we’re interested in: bleeding, feeding, 

counterbleeding, and counterfeeding. 
b. There are five different theories we’re testing that each make different predictions about 

how humans learn/generalize these four languages. 
c. We’re going to test these predictions using an artificial language learning experiment.  

1. Introduction 
a. Phonological processes (which we’ll call rules, for simplicity) can interact with one 

another and sometimes these interactions cause opacity. 
b. The way in which two rules interact depends on: 

i. The relative ordering that they’re applied in. 
ii. The underlying form that they’re applied to. 

c. For these experiments, we’re using a hypothetical interaction between a palatalization 
rule and vowel harmony rule as our test case. 

i. Rule-based Descriptions: 
 

• /s/→[ʃ]/_[+High, +Front]                 
“/s/ palatalizes before /i,ɪ/” 
 

• [+Front]→[αHigh]/[αHigh, +Front]C_      
“Front vowels progressively harmonize for [High]” 
 

ii. Example derivations: 

Palatalizing Raising  Lowering 

Underlying Representation /asi/  /ike/  /eki/ 
Harmony Rule   -  iki  eke 
Palatalization Rule  aʃi  -  - 
Surface Representation  [aʃi]  [iki]  [eke] 

d. These two processes can cause all four of the main interaction types (bleeding, feeding, 
counterbleeding, and counterfeeding), depending both on their relative ordering and what 
kind of UR’s a language contains. 

i. Transparent ordering: 
    Bleeding  Feeding   
Underlying Representation /esi/   /ise/ 
Harmony Rule   ese   isi 
Palatalization Rule  -   iʃi 
Surface Representation  [ese]   [iʃi] 
 

ii. Opaque ordering: 
    Counterbleeding Counterfeeding  
Underlying Representation /esi/   /ise/ 
Palatalization Rule  eʃi   - 
Harmony Rule   eʃe   isi 
Surface Representation  [eʃe]   [isi] 



HARMONY & PALATALIZATION

 Two processes
 [-low] → [!high] / [!high]C ___
 s → ʃ / ___i
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Testing Theories of Phonological Opacity 

0. Roadmap 
a. There are four different kinds of languages we’re interested in: bleeding, feeding, 

counterbleeding, and counterfeeding. 
b. There are five different theories we’re testing that each make different predictions about 

how humans learn/generalize these four languages. 
c. We’re going to test these predictions using an artificial language learning experiment.  

1. Introduction 
a. Phonological processes (which we’ll call rules, for simplicity) can interact with one 

another and sometimes these interactions cause opacity. 
b. The way in which two rules interact depends on: 

i. The relative ordering that they’re applied in. 
ii. The underlying form that they’re applied to. 

c. For these experiments, we’re using a hypothetical interaction between a palatalization 
rule and vowel harmony rule as our test case. 

i. Rule-based Descriptions: 
 

• /s/→[ʃ]/_[+High, +Front]                 
“/s/ palatalizes before /i,ɪ/” 
 

• [+Front]→[αHigh]/[αHigh, +Front]C_      
“Front vowels progressively harmonize for [High]” 
 

ii. Example derivations: 

Palatalizing Raising  Lowering 

Underlying Representation /asi/  /ike/  /eki/ 
Harmony Rule   -  iki  eke 
Palatalization Rule  aʃi  -  - 
Surface Representation  [aʃi]  [iki]  [eke] 

d. These two processes can cause all four of the main interaction types (bleeding, feeding, 
counterbleeding, and counterfeeding), depending both on their relative ordering and what 
kind of UR’s a language contains. 

i. Transparent ordering: 
    Bleeding  Feeding   
Underlying Representation /esi/   /ise/ 
Harmony Rule   ese   isi 
Palatalization Rule  -   iʃi 
Surface Representation  [ese]   [iʃi] 
 

ii. Opaque ordering: 
    Counterbleeding Counterfeeding  
Underlying Representation /esi/   /ise/ 
Palatalization Rule  eʃi   - 
Harmony Rule   eʃe   isi 
Surface Representation  [eʃe]   [isi] 



ANALYSIS DETAILS

All analyses
 Agree
 *si
 Ident[hi]
 Ident[ant]

Stratal OT
 Two strata

HS+SMR
 SM(Agree, *si)
 SM(*si, Agree)

Parallel OT
 *[s]/i/
 *[s]/ɪ/
 *[ʃ]/e/
 *[ʃ]/ɛ/

Exceptionality
 Indexed versions of each constraint for 

each suffix
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DIFFERENTIATE THEORIES’ PREDICTIONS

Examined predictions for
 Accuracy in palatalization context (utilization?)
 Accuracy in interaction context (transparency?)
 Generalization to novel affixes (grammar or exceptionality?)
 Generalization to novel interaction

All of these predictions are quantitative/gradient
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STRATAL OT
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Transparency! Utilization!



STRATAL OT
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Transparent! Transparent!

Transparent, 
then Opaque!

Transparent 
Preferred!



SUMMARY OF MODEL PREDICTIONS
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Predictions for learning rate on trained suffixes and trained interaction

Predictions for generalization

Palatalization Interaction

Derivation (Stratal OT) Utilization bias Transparency bias

Derivation (HS) Utilization bias Transparency bias

Parallel OT Utilization bias Utilization bias

Exceptionality Utilization bias Transparency bias

Novel Morphemes Novel Interaction

Derivation (Stratal OT) Same as trained It’s complicated

Derivation (HS) Same as trained It’s complicated

Parallel OT Same as trained It’s complicated

Exceptionality CF becomes F It’s complicated



SUMMARY PREDICTIONS FOR NOVEL 
INTERACTION
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Bleeding Feeding Counterbleeding Counterfeeding

Derivation (Stratal OT) Transparent Transparent Transparent Opaque

Derivation (HS) Transparent Transparent Faithful Transparent

Exceptionality Transparent Opaque Opaque Opaque

Parallel OT Transparent Opaque Transparent Opaque
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